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The third dream is a worldunion forming the outerbasis of a
fairer, brighter and nobler life for all mankind.
That unification of the human world is under way; there is an
imperfect initiation organised but struggling against
tremendous difficulties. But the momentum is there and it must
inevitably increase and conquer. … A catastrophe may
intervene and interrupt or destroy what is being done, but
even then the final result is sure.
This message of five dreams was given by Sri Aurobindo at the
request of the All India Radio, Thiruchirapalli, and was
broadcast on 14th August 1947, the eve of India’s
independence.
“That is why there is Auroville. Auroville is the effort towards
peace in sincerity and Truth.”
It became clear like that. This, as almost the sole and last
hope of avoiding the catastrophe. This is the importance of
Auroville. If Auroville is successful, that is to say, if nations
consent to understand that it is a means of avoiding war,
Auroville will have the power to prevent war.
The Mother, 17 August 1966

Joy of Integral Peace

Peace in the Cells

Dear Friends,
The whole world is in turmoil and crisis and we are again
deeply reminded of Sri Aurobindos words on World Unity as
well as Mothers words on Auroville, Peace and the
prevention of a war of large scale destruction. At Unity
Pavilion we have a strong comittment to serve this purpose
and contribute in all ways that we can. All our wide range of
activities have this aim at their core.
Apart from the regular activities which fill up the calendar at
Unity Pavilion, the team has been busy organising a variety
of cultural evenings, exhibitions, presentations and lectures
directly related to the landmark 50th year in the history of
Auroville, the enthusiasm and bonhomie of which continues
way into this year as well.

Fiftieth Anniversary Celebrations - Some special programs
We would like to share a few special events which took place to
mark the fiftieth anniversary of Auroville. These included two
exhibitions as well, one showcasing the proposed Line of
Goodwill project wherein the community was offered the
opportunity to interact with a group of architects and
architecture students who prepared models and plans for the
project consisting of three main parts: Gateway, Habitat and
Matrimandir.

were from Loretta’s collection. During the Birthday week
Loretta gave two insightful talks on Integral yoga titled
“Savitri’s Yoga”.
Another highlight of the week was a cultural program titled
“One Idea, One Direction, One Goal, Growth of Consciousness”,
an offering by a group of youth from rural north India on
behalf of Sri Aurobindo Society.

The second exhibition was of rare photographs featuring the
construction stage of Matrimandir, which highlighted the hardwork and dedication of Aurovilians, who spared no efforts for
the manifestation of this project. The photographs exhibited

On 28th February, before the inauguration of the Nakashima
Chairs in the Hall of Peace, there was the book release, of the
monograph on Pierro and Gloria who are the Architects for the
Unity Pavilion. The book is titled Pierro and Gloria Cicionesi and
is written by Mona Doctor-Pingel, with additionalessays by
Chamanlal Gupta, Pino Marchese and Poppo Pingel.

Cultural program by Indian youth on behalf of Sri Aurobindo Society, Gurgaon

The book release of Pierro andGloria Cicionesi

Utility Facility
We have now completed the construction of the utility
building which houses a store room, a laundry room and
additional washrooms and toilets. It was started late last
year with funding from the Government of India grants,
through SAIIER.
On the first floor of this building a caretaker apartment is
envisioned, the construction of which will start once
sufficient additional funds are generated.

West north side facing the outdoor dining space

Below we have the Building from north and east side with
the new permaculture garden in process. This garden will be
providing the herbal teas we offer at events and workshops.

West side - base of circular stairs that will lead up to the caretakers appartment

The new store room is in place and in use and the removal of
the old termite ridden storage shed with its blue tarpolin
roof, has opened up light and space for the completion of
the Peace Garden.

The septic tank, which will be connected to a waste water treatment so
that the water can be recycled for the garden.

East side with the new permaculture garden.

Work in progress to prepare the permaculture garden.

The old storage shed removed, opening up space in the Peace Garden.

Simultaneous Multi-language Translation system
To overcome language barriers during community events, a
multi-language translation system (photo on the right) has
since long been seen as a necessity. Through the 50 th
Celebration grant from the GOI, the Unity Pavilion was able
to procure a basic system able to provide translation for
two languages, supporting 30 people to start with.
This system is also shared with other venues as and when
needed. The intention is to step by step as funding is
available to widen this system to include more receivers and
cover further languages.

Simultaneous translation system, one more step towards inclusiveness
and broadened collaboration

Support for Education of Employees’ Children

A happy Jayalakshmi with Shivaya and Devasmita

Jayalakshmi, daughter of our dear staff member Chitra, is in
the final year of her engineering studies and was in need of
a laptop computer which would help her as a study aid and
also essential for projects. At the initiative of Shivaya and
with the help of Devasmita , Helena, and a few others a
suitable computer was purchased and gifted to Jayalakshmi.
(photo on the left)

Family Get-together of Team Members
Every year our entire team and family members have an
annual full day get-together. These photos from 201 8 shows
a day that started with a group meditation in Matrimandir,
was followed by fun games, bonding and snacks at Unity
Pavilion. A scrumptious lunch at Tanto’s was another
highlight of the day. The joyful atmosphere made it a
memorable experience for all the team members and their
families.

Sharing juice, snacks and jokes

Cultural evenings
As an initiative by Devasmita, we have planned a series of
cultural evenings called Desh-videsh Sanskriti in which life
and culture of the different states of India and countries
across the world will be showcased through fun-filled
interactive sessions followed by dinner, highlighting the
culinary specialties of the respective region. We had Gujarat
Gatha in the month of October and Ukrainian evening in
January. Encouraged by the tremendous response these
events have evoked in the community more such events are
being planned in interaction with different cultural groups.

Participants making fun caricature of each other together with small sketches

Colourful Gujarati dance at The Gujarat Gatha event

Shakthi &Team presenting folk songs on Ukrainian Evening

Inauguration of Seven Nakashima Chairs around the
Peace Table
On Auroville’s Birthday, 28 February 201 8, seven Nakashima
chairs of the model Conoid Lounge Chairs, also called
meditation Chairs, were placed around the Peace Table. The
main funding came from The Nakashima Peace Foundation
and Stichting Aurofonds together with some precious
individual donations. The function was very well attended,
and we were happy to have Mira, Jon and Kevin with us
from the Nakashima family. Gordon, Manoj, Mita and
Nadaka graced the occasion with a soulful musical offering.

The Connoid Loung Chairs around the Pace Table in the Hall of Peace

Mira Nakashima lighting the candle

Mita, Manoj and Nadaka making a musical offering

Jaya outlining the history of the Peace Table for Asia

Julian Lines trying out one of the chairs

Commemorative rammed earth stele

When the Earth Institute came up with a proposal for
a commemorative rammed earth stele with soil
samples from around the world to mark the fiftieth
anniversary of Auroville and chose Unity Pavilion as
the possible location we were all very delighted. All
were in agreement that standing for human unity and
unity in diversity, Unity Pavilion would be the ideal
place for it.

A space in the front garden near the entrance was
identified and after a few weeks of preparation, the
stele was installed and inaugurated in a simple
function on 22 February 201 8.
The dimensions of the stele are height 1 80 cm, width
1 20 cm, and thickness 24 cm, resting upon a plinth 40
cm in height .

Exhibition on early drawings of the
Auroville Master Plan, connecting to
the present work on the Line of
Goodwill, the largest Line ofForce in
the Galaxy model

and Auroville and to host the meeting
between the two. By creating a meeting
place, Auroville is committed to learning
from the discoveries and insights from
'without' and to sharing the discoveries
and insights learned from 'within'.

Together with a smaller exhibition on the
development of the Galaxy Model,
presenting some amazing drawings made
by Roger Anger and his team during the
sixties and early seventies, The Line of
Goodwill project team presented an
exhibition on the Line ofGoodwill.
This also included a presentation by
architect students from University of
Stuttgart under Anupama Kundoo.

Matrimandir Visitor Access: Auroville

Model presentation at Unity Pavilion

New project: The Lines of Force are key

elements of the Galaxy Model . Inspired by
the largest Line of Force, the Matrimandir
Access Team, the Habitat Team and The
Gateway project were brought into
collaberation.

Goodwill Habitat: Auroville’s present

The Gateway project: Many people and

institutions all over the world are working
towards the goal of Unity in Diversity and
the aim of the Gateway of Human Unity is
to serve as a bridge between the World

presently receives around a million
visitors every year and the number is
steadily increasing. The majority of these
visitors come to see the Matrimandir. As
Matrimandir and the Park of Unity
including the Lake are moving towards
completion,
more
permanent
arrangements have to be made to receive
all these visitors according to the
guidelines given by The Mother.
Arrangements for receiving visitors to
Matrimandir have been provided for in
the Auroville Master Plan along the axis of
the Line of Goodwill.

Galaxy model with the Lines of Force

population stands at just over 3000 and
there is an urgent need for growth.
Corresponding habitat for the growing
population will have to be built to allow
for the new energy and resources that the
city needs to fulfill its aims.

Art for Land
The Art for Land Exhibition is now a much
awaited annual event at the Unity Pavilion. It
takes place during the month of February,
when the climate is cool and Auroville’s
population is at its peak. It is a time of the year
when family, friends and visitors from across
the globe visit the community. Last year
February also marked the 50 th Anniversary of
Auroville and the entire month was bustling
with a variety of cultural events and
presentations.

Auroville and firmly believes that if everyone
participates in this endeavor – There are so
many of us that we can do this together!
Contributions big or small, one time offerings
and regular donations, each step takes us
closer to the full protection of the land for
Mother’s City.
In 201 7, Usha Patel a senior artist from the
Ashram, trained by the Mother, passed away.
The Ashram generously donated to Unity
Pavilion a large number of her paintings
towards the Art for Land Exhibition. Likewise
we have received a large donation of ceramic
art works from Aurovilian Kratu.

Since its inception the Art for Land exhibition
has been growing each year and now has over
90 artists contributing their artworks for the Devasmita opening the Art for Land The overall response from the artists as
cause. The participating artists are from Exhibition with the lighting of oil lamps well as the audience has been most
Auroville, Pondicherry Ashram, and Artists
heartwarming. In 201 8 the Art for Land
connected to the AVI network globally and across India.
exhibition raised US $ 1 5760 through donations towards
art works and fund raising.
Devasmita has taken up the work of curating diverse fund
raising programs that are held concurrently with the
We see that with each year, there is a greater flow of
exhibition. These programs help in creating an awareness for
generosity and much more awareness being created to
securing the lands within Auroville masterplan, celebrate our
reach a wider circle of friends and well wishers. It is
cultural diversity and also facilitate and strengthen
gratifying for us to support dedicated people like Mandakini,
interaction between people connected to Auroville.
Aryadeep and Sigrid who have been untiringly working
towards acquiring the lands for Auroville.
Unity Pavilion is committed to support the wonderful work
done by Mandakini, Aryadeep and Sigrid through Acres for

From, The Learning Community School, the children not only
baked cakes and muffins for the tea party but also helped in
serving them.
A lot of good will was generated in the wonderful
interaction between the people who attended these events
and The Generosity Fair and Tea Party helped raise over Rs.
80,000/- for the Land. The 'Art for Land' Exhibition and the
various fund raising events connected to it demand many
hours of intense work that begin months before the actual
event, yet, at the end of it all the Unity Pavilion Team feels a
deep sense of satisfaction at having supported and
contributed to a cause that is very important and critical for
Auroville.
Lasse, a volunteer, admiring the paintings from Usha Patel

For the 201 8 event, we were approached by a number of
people who wished to contribute to the cause, but were not
artists and could not afford monetary donations. This led us
to organizing the Generosity Fair on a Sunday afternoon,
where people were invited to bring things that they could
contribute. Alongside the Fair, we also reached out to
bakeries, restaurants and individuals known for their baking,
to contribute cookies and cakes for an afternoon high tea.
It was a memorable and fun filled afternoon, with people
finding things that they liked in the Fair and donating
towards them. And a Tea Party that was enjoyed by all.

Art for Land Exhibition in the Main Unity Pavilion Hall

Cha Dao - Tao of Tea
Since 201 6 Aurovilian Isha who had earlier worked together
with Jyoti on the One Asia project, started to offer Tea
ceremony at home and from 201 7 she started regular
weekly sessions in the Hall of Peace at Unity Pavilion.
Isha has developed a unique way of offering the Tea
Ceremony, through her own learning experiences as well as
interaction with various Tea Masters in Taiwan and China,
including visits to organic tea estates in Darjeeling.
In Taiwan she not only hosted and participated in tea
ceremonies but also learned about the whole cycle of the

Tea ceremony with Isha in Hainan, China

production of the tea itself. This has received much
acknowledgement and many Asians who visit Auroville,
contact her to experience a tea ceremony which explores
both silence and interaction in a very serene way, bringing
awareness to the profundity of this tradition.

Tea ceremony in the Hall of Peace

While embodying the essence of the tradition, she has
choosen not to follow the specific rituals but rather hold this
very East Asian expression with an open and inclusive way.
Tea Ceremony, for Isha, is a way to invite the experience of a
deep and meditative aspect of social interaction.

According to legend, Shennong was cured by this tea after
having been poisoned by some herbs.
The tea originates from China and spread from the misty
mountains to the blue hills of India and further to other East
Asian countries and is generally used in Monasteries by the
monks before meditation to clarify the mind and to enhance
the awareness without falling asleep. In Japan the tea used
as Matcha is traditionally ritualistic and meditative by
nature, requiring customary tools and following a careful
step-by-step process.

Tea Pavilion, Swayam

This unique ceremony allows you to experience a spiritual
journey. Explore and discover ‘Your-self’ with a cup of Tea.

Isha is serving only organic teas from Darjeeling, Taiwan,

China, Korea and Japan. She also offers ‘caffeine-free’ or
‘Tannin-free’ tea by request for the Tea ceremony. She can
also serve tea with mixed Himalayan herbs.

The history of tea: Around 4500 years ago a herbalist
named Shennong discovered a miraculous plant called
Camellia Sinensis which could cure certain illnesses, boost
energy, neutralise stress and connect people together.

Tea ceremony in the Hall of Peace

In the blue of the sky, in the green of the forest,
Whose is the hand that has painted the glow?
When the winds were asleep in the womb of the ether,
Who was it roused them and bade them to blow?
He is lost in the heart, in the cavern of Nature,
He is found in the brain where He builds up the thought:
In the pattern and bloom of the flowers He is woven,
In the luminous net of the stars He is caught.
Who – Sri Aurobindo

Sourcing Our Oneness - 201 8 Camp - Delhi Ashram,
Nainital
(September 23 – 30, 201 8)
By Gayatri, Research Section, Sri Aurobindo Society,
Puducherry.
What do people belonging to as diverse professions as a
lawyer, ayurvedic doctor, teacher, business owner,
vocational trainee or house maker and just curious onlooker
have in common? And why do they travel great distances
from far reaches of the country – from Delhi, Nasik,
Bengaluru, Agra, Madhya Pradesh, Ahmedabad, Pune,
Hyderabad, Kolkata and so on, and of course, from Auroville
and Puducherry? They all take the arduous journey to gather
at the foothills of the mighty Himalayas at Sri Aurobindo

Van Nivas, Delhi Ashram Branch, Nainital

Ashram—Delhi Branch Himalayan Centre at Nainital in
Uttarakhand to attend the eight-day “Sourcing Our Oneness
201 8” camp.
The group of more than 80 participants ranging from the
age group of 1 8 to 82, were already one; in the sense that
they already had one overpowering calling – a single source
of overriding inspiration, as it were – that of Sri Aurobindo
and the Mother.
And so on a cold and rainy day they arrived at the courtyard of
Sri Aurobindo Ashram in Nainital amidst the greenery of Pine,
Deodar and a large variety of trees and flowers, bird chirpings
and winding dreamy mountain roads, welcomed with warmth
and smiles by Jayanthy and Jaya and other camp organizers.
The camp held from September 23 to 30, 201 8, was jointly

organized by Sri Aurobindo Ashram — Delhi Branch, Auroville
and Sri Aurobindo Society, Puducherry.

“Oneness” then has varied layers of meanings: it’s not only
our oneness of belonging to the same vision of Sri
Aurobindo and the Mother; the oneness of belonging to
The focus of this year’s camp was the ‘ Fifth Dream of Sri
this great nation that India is; the oneness of belonging to
Aurobindo’.
the “brotherhood” and “sisterhood” of man and woman
and finally to all
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Oneness - among themselves and with the Nature: The Participants of SOO 201 8
nitty gritty of
ignorant outer
rescheduling
the
programmes,
etc.,
everyone
consciousness into the inner kingdom of heaven and
spontaneously got together and headed towards Sri
possess the Spirit’s eternal kingdoms of greatness, joy and
Aurobindo peak – following the familiar trekking trail of so
peace.”
many campers before them – under the excellent guidance
of Jayantho. This is when the real oneness began. Later the
The camp was, for all participants, eight days of hard work,
campers also trekked up to Naina peak and Tiffin Top.
contemplation and play, all organised with great efficiency.

Participants had to rise early and attend
Yoga or Awareness of Body sessions
conducted by Shekhar and Jayanthy. The
rest of the day was spent engaging in
group discussions/activity, physical
activity, questions & answers sessions,
mandala/art workshops, readings from
Savitri (mostly by Tara di), watching films
and in meditation. Riddhi Raval, who
joined the camp all the way from
Ahmedabad, summed up the experience
when she said, “It was a wonderful and
divine experience at the SOO 201 8
Nainital camp. All the participants were
also divine and peaceful. The Mother’s
message on the qualities of life using
flowers were also very well explained
and appreciated by all.”

and “Perfect Society” – via art, music,
drama, song, tableau and recitation – the
participants came to recognize their true
nature reconsidering some of the
priorities in their life. It’s never an easy
task to acknowledge one’s fears and
pain, but it’s not an impossible one as
was proved in the eight days amidst the
misty Himalayan environs filled with
bright flowers and foliage and the
camaraderie notable among the happy
attendees. The joy was palpable among
all when rappelling, singing, dancing and
being inside Cave Garden or boating in
Nainital town.

These were different seekers at
different stages of evolution and
backgrounds, surrendering to the Grace
The camp was planned in such a way that
– taking an experiential journey towards
progression towards the alignment of
a brighter tomorrow; all working in
inner and outer awareness was made in a
harmony with one another and with the
gradual-guided manner – unfolding
inner essence of their selves. The
layers of deep emotions that sometimes
journey of all the units has not
can hinder us to achieve our goals of
necessarily been ideal or a smooth one
Van Nivas, Delhi Ashram Branch, Nainital
internal and external unity and
with many obstacles and difficulties –
equanimity. Dissolution of all insecurities and fears
very similar to life. But all agree that they are already one
disappear when people come together for a common
step ahead with the guidance they have from Sri Aurobindo
aspiration. Using many creative tools and modes of
and the Mother who have brought them this far.
expression focusing on topics such as “Individual Perfection”

Sheetal gave away adorable Tsunamika dolls, with inspiring
messages tagged, brought from Auroville to the campers;
Anurekha rendered gracefully in dance form Sri Aurobindo’s
‘Who’ read by our beloved Tara di; Gaurav and Siddhant left
members mesmerized with some memorable songs; while Dr
Sehdev Kumar from Toronto, Canada, shared his soul-stirring
translation of Kabir’s verses from his book The Vision of
Kabir; while young students served warm meals and tea.
Some of the films shown threw more light on the struggles
and spirit of people who work tirelessly to realize the
Mother’s dream of unity and peace. And
as another camper, B from Auroville, put
it: “SOO 1 8 brought together some
amazing children of the Mother
consciously moving toward Human Unity.
The Himalayan ambience and Goodwill of
the group made it unique and fulfilling”.

Additional Feedback
“I can’t believe that our days passed by so quickly. . . ! Now that I
am on my way back home, the warm embrace of my jacket has
no more the same feeling. I miss the cold-cold weather, the
green-green mountains; the sunrise and the rain; then the
invisible leopard, chirping birds, buzzing insects, and the
charming flowers who were one with our Oneness Camp!!”
“It was a wonderful journey with you all. . . Thank you!” –
Sahana, Bengaluru

A special treat was lined up for campers
on the final day (30 September)! Tara di
organized a trip to Madhuban, Sri
Aurobindo Ashram, Talla Ramgarh, for
meditation and lunch. With its breathtaking view and gardens, it was a perfect
ending for this year’s ‘Sourcing Our
Oneness” camp.
*You can watch “Interaction With Tara
Jauhar (Sourcing Our Oneness, Nanital
201 8” here.

“My heart has expanded with love. My limbs
are stretching out to hold you all and my
mind is dancing with joy. Love.” –
Anurekha, Puducherry
“Grateful for all the time we shared in the
mountains. Thank you all for being part of
the journey into Oneness.” – Sheetal, Pune
“The Camp helped to rekindle in me the fire
of aspiration for progress and the
realization of harmony.” – V.S. Balakrishnan

Taking a break during the trek to Sri Aurobindo Peak

“It’s the best experience in my life….In this
camp, I learnt how we live together and
make individual progress in our life... and in
making a perfect society.” – Sumitra

Mother’s symbol with Her Powers in 24 language
An expression of Unity in Diversity
Many of you are familiar with the Mother’s symbol in
black and white, or in colours, with the Four
Powers—Maheshwari (Wisdom), Mahakali
(Strength), Mahalakshmi (Harmony) and
Mahasaraswati (Perfection) and Her 1 2
Qualities (also called powers, attributes or
virtues)—Sincerity, Humility, Gratitude,
Perseverance,
Aspiration,
Receptivity,
Progress, Courage, Goodness, Generosity,
Equality and Peace.

The Symbol:
The central circle represents the Divine Consciousness.
The four petals represent the four powers of the Mother.
The Twelve outer petals represent the twelve powers of
the Mother manifested for Her work. The first eight
concern one’s attitude towards the Divine, and the last
four towards humanity.

201 9 is the International Year of Indigenous Languages. A
collective effort was made to translate Her Powers into
more languages, and we now have Mother’s symbol in 24
languages: the four languages of Auroville, i.e. Tamil, French,
Sanskrit and English, as well as indigenous languages and
those used across the world, including Amharic, Chinese,

Danish, Dutch, German, Hebrew, Hindi, Italian, Japanese,
Kannada, Korean, Macedonian, Nepali, Niugini Pisin, Odia,
Russian, Spanish, Swedish, Tibetan, and Ukrainian.
This initiative was inspired by Sheetal who
meditated in the petals of Matrimandir and was
moved to offer gifts of Mother’s Powers with
Tsunamika dolls to participants at the 201 8
Sourcing Our Oneness camp.
The symbol we use is fine-tuned by Aravinda
based on the symbol from Sri Aurobindo
Ashram Archives.
There is an on-going exhibition of the Mother’s
Symbol in a growing number of languages in the
International Space, Bharat Nivas.
We will also integrate it into an app so as to make it more
readily accessible. Users of the app can “receive” Mother’s
Powers and quotes in their own and other languages. They
can also edit existing translations and add new ones in other
languages. This interactive approach is an invitation for
people to dive deeper into their own language and culture,
to appreciate that of others and to contribute meaningfully
to co-creating a world of unity in diversity.
Up to now, we have been blessed to work with over 1 00
people, many of whom we haven’t met, from the Ashram,
Auroville and Auroville International, volunteers and guests

of diverse linguistic, cultural, aesthetic
and professional backgrounds, who are
motivated by the same aspiration of
opening up channels to receive Mother’s
Powers.

The results will be published on
Unity Pavilion website
(https://unitypavilion.auroville.org)
under the section Unity Pavilion Our Research.

The Mother’s power and not any
human endeavor and tapasya can
alone rend the lid and tear the
covering and shape the vessel and
bring down into this world of obscurity
and falsehood and death and
suffering Truth and Light and Life divine
and the immortal’s Ananda.

In Auroville, the Laboratory to
experiment on Human Unity in Diversity,
we are exposed to the beauty and
challenges of all dimensions of human
co-existence in the inner and outer
worlds. We need to constantly
remember, call for and be receptive to
the Divine Grace, in order to fully
comprehend and appreciate the
situations we are in.

CWSA 32: 1 4-26
This journey has led me and colleagues at
Unity Pavilion to research on how to
apply Mother’s gift of Flowers and their
significances in different aspects of
individual and collective life. This is a
continuance of what Jaya has been doing
over the years on flowers that represent
the Twelve Qualities of the Mother.

It is a sincere aspiration that resonates in
many people’s hearts,” Let us live a life in
the garden. May each one blossom like a
flower, each in its own time, own way. “

Avatar  The Supreme Manifested In A Body Upon Earth
"The pink lotus is the flower of Sri Aurobindo."

New Finance – a small write up on the research work done
on valuebased banking
By New Finance Team: Divish, Divyanshi, Jaya, Torkil & Uma

Context
The global Financial Crisis of 2007-08 demonstrated the
fundamental role that Banks play in our global economic
system & in our society as a whole. Without functioning
banks, people lose their jobs, businesses shut down and
economy is threatened to collapse. The crisis highlighted the
ways in which the failing banks can undermine our economy
and our society.
In response to the crisis, there is an increasing emphasis on
using banking as a tool to create a positive impact on
society, that benefits the environment, and creates an
economic well-being for its residents . The world has a
growing number of banks which help direct the money
towards equitable and sustainable goals. Humanity is yet to
have an integral finance system, which does not only change
its end-goal but also the rules of the game.
60 years ago, on 4th October, 1 958, the Mother had
predicted that the present financial system is “in the process
of withering and ruining the earth with their idiotic system”.
She placed a “challenge before the whole financial world” to
transform the earth by using money “only as an instrument
at the service of life, that has no reality in itself, that is only a
means and not an end”.

Shifts
The Mother is not only asking for a change in the aims of
banking but also asking us to change the very rules of the
game, the fundamentals of finance, and relationship with
money itself. Some of these shifts with respect to money
are:

From money as an-end goal to money as a means.
From money as stagnant resource
to money as a circulating force.
From money as the sovereign lord
to money as the servant of the Divine.
The fundamentals of the New Finance conceives money not
as a way of generating money but a means to “generate an
increase in production, an improvement in the conditions of
life and a progress in human consciousness.” (The Mother,
1 955) It is based on stewardship, not ownership; on building
the future, not profiteering; on trust, not fear.

Loans

Investment

Nature of Money
Generated

Debt

Equity

Basis of Giving Money

Collateral

Ownership

Incentive to Give or
Invest

Interest

Profit Share

Table: Present scenario in which money multiplies

Three Principles
There are three fundamental principles which we have
identified as necessary for paradigm shift.

a. Supporting risk-takers:

Traditionally the Banks punish
the risk-takers, charge them
high-interest. On the contrary,
we need to proactively support
cutting-edge projects building
the bridge to the future.

b. No collateral, no ownership

but instead stewardship and
collective responsibility. The
investors and the lenders are
not the owners interested in narrow self-interest, but instead
are stewards giving and circulating money for the joy of
seeing collective growth and prosperity. The money that is
given goes out like a tide, enriches and creates abundance,
and comes back, retaining its value for the investor.

c. No profiteering , but creation of an impact in all domains of
society.

A Small Prototype

Integral Entrepreneurship Fund (IEF) is collectively managed
by Auroville units, all of which are conscious social
enterprises, to support them in their journey towards integral

entrepreneurship. The fund stands for the fundamental
principle of stewardship, no collateral, transparency and no
profiteering. Currently, 1 7 Auroville units have agreed to be a
member of this fund.
Member units are stewards who can add money to the fund
either as fixed deposits at zero interest or as contributions.
The accumulated fund will be then used to provide loans at
zero interest rate to the members, who too can use the
money as stewards for creating integral Wealth and progress.
The loans could be accessed as:

Group Loans: Members can form groups and take loans for
their shared needs like shared infrastructure, communication,
HR etc.

Individual Loans: Member units can take loans to meet their
financial needs.

While the loans are given at zero interest, the members can
voluntarily payback more as contributions. The contributions
will be used for covering loan defaults and for supporting
collective needs. The collective takes responsibility.
All members can access fund-related information through an
online platform in a user-friendly manner and everyone can
provide feedback whenever needed . This will enable each of
us to participate in the evolution of the fund.
The responsible utilisation of money by the fund will help all
the units, big and small, old and new, in their path to
prosperity. It will inspire more units to become members
and help each other in their collective journey.

Honouring Participation

As we are celebrating the fiftieth birthday
of Auroville it is only appropriate that we
spare a thought for all those have been
part of the building of Auroville – friends,
employees, donors.
Initiated by Jaya, Unity Pavilion has taken
up the dokumentation and honouring of
all these people, from India and from all
over the world, collection of data and
documenting the same.
A website is registered for this purpose
and there is also an ongoing collaboration
with the Auroville.org website. The
website which is under construction and
can be accessed through the link aurovillehonouringparticipation.org. Visitors to
the site can also contribute details of
people whom they knew and would like to
have included in this database.

Do you recognise the lady in this photo?
Her name was Alamaram. During the very
early years of Auroville, and even before
that, she sat below the banyan tree and
protect it from goats and wood collectors
She provided water to the villagers when
they walked over the barren land from
Alankuppan or Kottakarai to Kuilapalayam.
Like her there are so many who have been
part of the building process of protecting
and building Auroville, directly or
indirectly. They were not necessarily
Aurovilians but had tremendous goodwill
for the coming of Auroville, for the
building of the City of Dawn. It is because
of all this untiring effort that we see
Auroville as it is today.

Perseverance is an active patience,
a patience that marches on.
The Mother

How can you participate?
Would you like to stay in touch? We are happy to send you
our newsletters and also updates on various evnts and
programs happening at the Unity Pavilion. Please send us
your e-mail id / WhatsApp number.
If you are in Auroville, you are welcome to visit us and join
the various events at Unity Pavilion.
The following projects are in progress at The Unity Pavilion.
Your invaluable contributions are most welcome to manifest
them :-)
Unity Pavilion - Caretaker Unit
Unity Pavilion - Water Recycling
Unity Pavilion - Peace Garden
Unity Pavilion - Honoring Participation Project

Donations can be made through the following websites or
directly at Financial Service at Auroville. Please specify the
project name while making your donation.

www.auroville.org/contents/2835
www.auroville.com/donations/
For further information please visit:

unitypavilion.auroville.org
e-mail unitypavilion@auroville.org.in

This newsletter has been compiled joyfully by Rema, Rolf, Khushmita
and Yogini. The material has been contributed by Jaya, Rema, Anandi,
Divyanshi, Isha and Gayatri.

To have a generous heart is to be always joyful and
happy in the happiness and joy of others and to
remain in harmony with all and to approach them with
kindness.
The Mother

